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• Both players are in the air in the middle of their split step. 

• Head is up, good upper body posture and the upper body
weight is slightly forward.

PHOTO #1

he purpose of this article is slightly different from those
written in the past. While we will point out key areas of technique
that both Pete Sampras and Martina Hingis execute well, we also
will dispel or challenge two old coaching myths regarding the split
step and racquet preparation.

As the game gets faster and faster, players have less time between
when their opponent contacts the ball and their own response to it.
Therefore, an explosive first move to the ball and excellent prepara-
tion are a key to playing the game at a high level.

There are two coaching myths that I would like to dispel. The
first myth focuses on the split step. Contrary to popular belief, in
most cases the feet do not land together after the player lands from
the split step. This is true on groundstrokes, during the return or
at the net. What actually occurs is that the player times the split
step so that while in the air they are able to determine where the
ball is going. The result is the foot farthest from the ball will land
first, while the foot closest to the ball will actually turn out in the
direction of the shot before it lands. This enables the player to
make an explosive move to the ball. MOST PLAYERS DO THIS
NATURALLY AND ARE UNAWARE THAT THEY MAKE
THIS MOVE. This happens when players are forced to move
quickly. If they are not under duress and don’t need to move far or
quickly their feet will frequently land together.

The second misconception is that the first move in the prepa-
ration phase for ground strokes is to prepare the racquet. This is
incorrect, at least in the modern game of tennis. The rotation of
the upper body, specifically the shoulders and in particular the
“back shoulder” is the first move during the ground stroke (as it
relates to racquet preparation). In fact, most of the rotation for the
shot is completed before the racquet has been moved significant-
ly. This rotation initiates and facilitates the racquet preparation,
but the racquet does not move independently until much of this
rotation is completed. 

Understanding of these two principles are keys to teaching our
high performance players the skills necessary to reach their full
potential.

Nick Saviano is the Director of USA Tennis Coaching Education.

Dispelling
Technical Myths:
The Split Step &
Racket Preparation
by Nick Saviano
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• Both players recognize that the ball is going to their forehand
side.

• Hingis’ left leg is just landing and Sampras’ is about to
land. This leg will be used to push off in the direction of
the ball. The right foot (the one closest to the ball) is
about to turn out in the direction of the ball just before
landing.

• Both players have planted the left leg and the right foot
has landed turned out toward the direction of the ball.

• Sampras has already started to rotate his back shoulder.

PHOTO #3PHOTO #2



• Both players have planted the right foot and turned and
are exploding in the direction of the ball.

• Notice how they have not yet moved the racquet inde-
pendently from the upper body rotation.

• Both players have turned their body in preparation for the
shot. At this point they have completed more than 50% of
the rotation for the shot.

• For the first time they have started to take the racquet
back independently.

PHOTO #5PHOTO #4
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• Sampras and Hingis continue to rotate their upper body,
creating a “loading” or storing of energy in the large muscle
groups as they continue to take their racquet back.

• At this point they are almost completely finished with their
preparation yet the ball is not even in the picture yet. This
early preparation allows them to take their time on the hit.

• Both players have completed their rotation and back
swing and are about to start their acceleration into the
shot.

• Throughout the sequence they have maintained beautiful
upper body posture resulting in excellent dynamic balance.

PHOTO #6 PHOTO #7
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How does one become a world-class player? What skills and attrib-
utes does it take to get to the top? Sport science researchers have
begun to scientifically study these issues and have identified keys

for guiding the progressive development of a world-class player. This arti-
cle and adjacent chart will briefly discuss some of these keys to long-term
development and bring to life some of the prerequisites that players need
to learn in order to maximize their abilities.

The progressive development of a world-class performer is a long-term
process that research has suggested takes a minimum of 10 years or
10,000 hours (Ericsson, 1993). Further research shows that world-class
performers go through distinct phases of talent development. According
to Bloom (1985) and Gibbons (1998), elite athlete development is broken
into the following three stages.

• Stage 1: Introduction/Foundation. Having fun and developing a love
of the game characterize this phase. In addition, the individual is free
to explore multiple sports, experiences success but little pressure to
perform, and receives encouragement from coaches and parents.

• Stage 2: Refinement/Transitional. During this phase the athlete
evolves into a “serious” player. He or she no longer wants to just
play tennis; they want to be a good “tennis player.” Most often, the
athlete enlists the help of a master coach that specializes in refine-
ment of skills and fundamentals.

• Stage 3: World-class Performance. This phase is marked by many
hours of practice and the honing of technical skill and expertise
into personal excellence while playing at the highest level of com-
petition. While the player maintains a love of the game, tennis
becomes a serious business and significant part of one’s life.

What is so interesting about these stages is that players do not begin
their careers with championships in mind. Instead, they become exposed
to tennis, enjoy, derive satisfaction and fall in love with the game. Then
after falling in love with the game, they progress into more serious and
focused involvement. Thus, in the early years, the best way to produce a top
player is to do the same things needed to grow the game—encourage fun,
fundamentals and involvement. Once this foundation is built, a more
focused and intense approach evolves.

One variable in the first stage that is particularly important to the
ultimate development of the player is the acquisition of fundamentals.
The successful acquisition of fundamentals is the cornerstone of the
continued refinement of technical and tactical skills as well as physical
and mental growth. After all, it is hard for a player to enjoy and fall in love
with the game if he or she cannot play it! In addition to making the expe-
rience fun and teaching fundamentals, the primary mental skill to focus

on in the early years of involvement is the enhancement of self-esteem via
heavy doses of positive instruction and encouragement. If this does not occur,
it leads to self-doubt, anxiety and motivation concerns in subsequent stages.

In the middle stage, the developing player must learn how to prac-
tice with purpose and intensity. He or she must further refine funda-
mentals and create a vision of the type of player they want to become
and learn what it takes to become a positive competitor. In addition,
depending on the developmental stage of the player, the physical
aspect of training begins to take shape. Coaches must address the
strength, endurance and flexibility needs of the player to improve per-
formance and fend off potential injury. Goal setting becomes particu-
larly important in this stage. Players must not only learn to set goals,
but the right types of goals (specific, challenging but realistic, out-
come, process and performance). Players also must learn concentra-
tion skills, develop stress management strategies for dealing with the
pressures that result from intense practice and play, and mental
preparation strategies.

In the third, world-class performance stage, the players must train to
endure the demands of professional tennis. Both the physical demands
and the mental demands are great during this stage and players must
find ways to continually challenge and motivate themselves because per-
formance gains will come at a slower pace. Learning to maintain focus
and deal with distractions on and off the court are considerably impor-
tant in this stage, as the successful player will spend more time in the
limelight. Finally, the player in this stage must develop self-regulation
skills. That is, while coaching is still critical, the player must learn to
make decisions for him or herself and manage an increasingly complex
physical and social environment.

In summary, world-class players are developed through stages and
those of us who are involved in tennis must understand these stages in
order to provide the opportunity for our country’s young players to develop
the many pre-requisites to success. Certain skills are emphasized during
each stage and it is important that overzealous parents and coaches do
not try to skip stages in an attempt to make players champions before
they are ready. For the development of tennis talent is a fragile process
that takes time and quality support from all those involved.
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VE DEVELOPMENT 

What to teach
Physical Skills
• Agility, balance, coordination
• Throwing, jumping and running
• Encourage participation in other sports
• Promote development of athleticism

Tactical
• Height and depth 
• Dynamics of the tennis court (space and time)
• Serving and returning skills
• Accuracy and consistency

Technical Skills
• Focus on basic striking skills with progression

to sound stroke fundamentals
• Proper swing path & technique
• Acceptable grips
• Racket head acceleration 

Mental Skills
• Enjoyment of sport
• Sportsmanship & respect
• How to score
• Working with others

Type of Instruction & Coaching
• Developmental coach
• Entry-level program with focus on fundamentals
• Group instruction

Type of Competition
• 6-10 hours of structured weekly tennis activity
• USTA district and state tournaments

Introduction/Foundation Phase
Age of Player: 6-12
Years in Phase: 2-4

Learning Theme:
Fun & Fundamentals



OF A HIGH PERFO

What to teach
Physical Skills
• Complex coordination 
• Continued participation (formal or informal)

in other sports 
• Injury prevention & fitness testing
• Pre-puberty focus

(endurance, flexibility and core stability)
• Post-puberty focus

(maximal strength, speed, power)

Tactical
• Development of personal gamestyle
• Offense and defensive skills
• Principles of high percentage play
• Clay court tactics
• Doubles skills

Technical Skills
• Fundamentally sound strokes, ready for competition
• Use of power and spin
• Weapon development

(at least two weapons, serve plus one more)

Mental Skills
• Positive attitude towards winning and losing
• Goal setting
• Self-discipline
• Emotional control & error management
• Relaxation skills
• Concentration skills
• Practice and match preparation 

Type of Instruction & Coaching
• High performance coach
• Established developmental plan
• Systematic training program (groups and private)

Type of Competition
• USTA Sectional & National Tournaments/ITF events
• At age 11, maximum of 40 matches per year
• At age 14, a maximum of 70 matches per year
• At Age 16, a maximum of 90 matches per year

Refinement/Transitional Phase
Age of Player: 10-20
Years in Phase: 4-10

Learning Theme:
Training and Competing
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RMANCE PLAYER

What to coach
Physical Skills
• Individualized training: speed, strength,

endurance, power, flexibility and core stability.
• Injury prevention & fitness testing

Tactical
• Ability to adjust to opponent, court surface

and environment
• Ability to impose personal tactics on opponent
• Clearly defined gamestyle

Technical Skills
• Complete technical mastery as it relates

to personal gamestyle
• Multiple weapons

Mental Skills
• Self-responsibility and independence
• Motivation
• Distraction control
• Able to positively deal with stress

World-Class Performance Phase
Age of Player: 15-30+
Years in Phase: 4-10+

Learning Theme:
Personal Excellence
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Type of Coaching 
• High performance coach 
• Physical trainer/strength coach
• Network of sport science specialists 

Type of Competition
• ITF Group A events
• Futures & Challengers
• ATP & WTA Tour tournaments
• Grand Slams
• Davis Cup & Fed Cup
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by Paul Lubbers, Ph.D., Director, Coaching Education and Bobby Bernstein, Administrator, Coaching Education

Counterpunchers 
Counterpunchers are, by nature, players who most often allow their opponents to dictate play, then they

counter. They tend to play farther back in the court than aggressive baseliners, often hitting ground strokes with
higher net clearance and more spin. Emphasis is on depth, consistency, control and on retrieving every ball.
These players usually have accurate passing shots, well-controlled lobs and are effective at neutralizing their
opponents’ power and attacking play. 

Few world-class players today employ a rigid counterpunching style, although there are many successful players
who gravitate to this style of play. In this sequence, we see Guillermo Coria, who typifies the modern counter-
puncher: he can play defense, has a high shot tolerance and can play offensively when the opportunity arises. 

Psychologically, counterpunchers must have a “never say die” attitude, with a willingness to stay out on the
court as long as necessary to win the match. Counterpunchers have a great deal of patience and they seldom
force the issue during a rally.

Physiologically, counterpunchers must have an elite level of fitness. Consistently winning matches by out-
lasting opponents and running down every last shot, these players need to have excellent aerobic endurance, as
well as good anaerobic power. 

Aggressive Baseliners
Aggressive baseliners dictate play with aggressive, powerful ground strokes. Like Serena Williams, most aggressive

baseliners have a big forehand, with the ability to hit winners from anywhere on the court. Good aggressive baselin-
ers also are extremely quick and agile, and most possess excellent control over their center of gravity, enabling them
to remain balanced during execution of their powerful ground game. They are effective on all surfaces, particularly
at a slow-to-medium pace. Usually they possess excellent returns and use their serves to set up their weapons. 

Psychologically, aggressive baseliners often are risk takers, capable of hitting winners from any point on the
baseline. These players are not afraid to attempt to hit winners.

Physiologically, aggressive baseliners possess elite levels of fitness. They also often have excellent muscular
strength and power, as well as quickness and agility. 

All-Court Players
All-court players are capable of playing all styles of play as the situation warrants. Justine Henin-Hardenne

exemplifies this game style. They usually are athletic and fit. All-court players tend to vacillate between offensive
and defensive shots or play. They often do not have a single clear-cut weapon, but they do have the ability to use
nearly all parts of their game offensively to win matches. Typically, all-court players are proficient at transitioning
to the net and possess the skills to end points with a volley.

These players must have elite levels of fitness and must be able to cover the court rapidly with their movement
skills. They are superb decision makers as it relates to tactical adjustments and shot selection. 

Serve and Volleyers/Net Rushers
These players have the ability to attack the net through either serve and volley and/or approach and volley. In this

sequence, we see Tim Henman executing his patented serve-and-volley game style. The serve is often a weapon, or at
least is extremely effective in keeping their opponents off-balance. They possess outstanding volleys and understanding
of net coverage and positioning. They usually are excellent athletes, with good quickness and overall movement skills. 

Psychologically, these players have aggressive on-court personalities and are risk-takers. This game style does
carry a high risk, and so requires an attacking type of approach. 

Physically, these players must have muscular strength and great anaerobic power. Their points typically last
the shortest of all players, as they avoid long rallies from the baseline. Additionally, these players are often tall.
This gives them an advantage on the serve, and with their long strides and reach they can cover the court more
effectively in transition toward the net. 

T H E  U S T A  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  T E N N I S  C O A C H E S

Game Styles

Top to bottom: Guillermo
Coria, Serena Williams,
Justine Henin-Hardenne 
and Tim Henman.
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by Paul Lubbers, Ph.D., Director, Coaching Education and Bobby Bernstein, Administrator, Coaching Education

W ithin a doubles point, positioning changes dynamically. These changes dictate the offensive and defen-
sive positioning of a team. In most cases, the best offensive position which gives a team a greater
chance to win the point is when both players are moving forward to the net, or are already at the net.

One of the most extreme defensive positions a team can be in is when both players are at the baseline. In
between these two extremes are transition positions, in which the team or player is either moving forward to the
net to obtain offensive position or moving backward to the baseline to defend. 

In the sequences, we will showcase doubles movement by showing doubles play from the 2005 US Open. The
women’s players include the team of Anna-Lena Groenefeld and Martina Navratilova vs. the team of Svetlana
Kuznetsova and Alicia Molik. The men’s players include the No. 1 ranked team in the world and 2005 US Open doubles
champions Bob and Mike Bryan vs. the French team of Arnaud Clement and Sebastien Grosjean.

As you examine the sequences, you will see the four basic movements which are used in doubles play: forward,
lateral, backward, and diagonal movement. Take a moment to review the three different sequences and look for
examples where the teams are exhibiting the following four types of movement.

Forward movement. This occurs when players take control of the net through serve and volley or return and
volley, or when they move through the transition position to follow the path of the ball.

Lateral movement. Lateral movements should be coordinated teamwork movements based on the path of the ball.
Backward movement. This backward movement is based on the flight of the ball. When moving backward, a

doubles team should coordinate their movement to get into a position that allows them to be most effective.
Diagonal movement. A diagonal movement is employed by a player to move forward and across to improve

their position, or in many cases, cut off the angle of the ball. 

Top Sequence
In the top sequence, Martina Navratilova is serving to the deuce court while the returning team of Alicia Molik and Svetlana Kuznetsova

are both back at the baseline. The serve is hit to Molik’s backhand, which she returns back to Navratilova who then returns the volley cross-
court to Molik. Notice how Navratilova continues to close forward to the net. This move forward (closing in) is a fundamental move which is
used by all great doubles players. Moving forward after hitting the first volley allows Navratilova and Groenefeld to take an offensive posi-
tion at the net where they are prepared for any shot. In the final photo of the sequence, you see the point being won by Groenefeld at the
net where she intercepts the groundstroke and smartly angles the forehand volley off the court for a winner. This type of angle volley is a
very effective shot to hit while trying to end the point when both players of the opposing team are at the baseline.

Middle Sequence
In the first picture, we see Sebastien Grosjean serving to Mike Bryan’s backhand. Notice Grosjean’s partner, Arnaud Clement, who is

trying to distract Mike with a “fake” poach. This tactic often affects the returner by forcing him to change his shot, and in some cases
elicits a weak return. After the fake, both Clement and Bob Bryan start to move to the middle of the court, looking for an opportunity to
be offensive. If the return goes crosscourt past Clement, then Bob will be in great position to cut off the reply with a poach. Clement, who
also is looking for the poach, is able to intercept the return as it crosses the center strap and place a backhand volley down the middle to
win the point. The best doubles players know how and when to move, always trying to improve their position with the goal of
gaining either an offensive advantage or defending their turf.

Bottom Sequence
In this point, the Bryans have hit their second volley at Grosjean’s feet and he, on the far side, is forced to play a low lob volley from

the service line. Grosjean places the shot perfectly over and between the brothers, and creates a scenario where in one shot the table is
turned from defense to offense. Notice how the Bryans turn their backs to the net and Clement and Grosejean begin an all-out sprint
forward to take control of the net. This is bad news for the Bryans since they were not able to make a play on the perfectly executed
lob. The good news for American fans, however, is that the Bryans went on to win this first round match and the 2005 US Open for the
first time.

T H E  U S T A  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  T E N N I S  C O A C H E S

Principles of Movement for Doubles
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Compatibility of Partners
One of the common questions about doubles relates to how to

decide who partners with whom to create a successful doubles
team. Both in high school and college tennis, many dual
matches are won and lost based on the success of their doubles
line-up. Here are some tips that may help as you determine the
compatibility of doubles team members.

• Successful doubles teams are often comprised of players
with contrasting on- and off-court personalities.

• Knowledge of partner’s responses under pressure is
important.

• Knowing how much players like to talk, how much encour-
agement they need and how they respond to criticism can
help determine whether players will be compatible with
one another.

• Be aware of both the verbal and nonverbal communication
of players.

Team Cohesion
Once a doubles team is formed, there becomes a working

relationship that needs to survive the many ups and downs of a
match or season. It takes a commitment by both partners to
make the team more cohesive. Following are some guidelines
that partners should follow to create an atmosphere that will
allow each player to be their best:

• be honest, supportive and understanding;
• help build each other’s confidence;
• compliment each other for good shots;
• do not apologize for errors;
• know each other’s preferences; and
• be aware of each other’s nonverbal communication.

Effective Communication
Effective communication that takes into account players’

personal preferences often leads to improved performance. This,
in fact, may be a key determining factor in on-court success
which underscores the importance of communication between
doubles partners before, during and after matches. 

• Practice prior to matches. Partners should discuss their
concerns about practice and warm-up, technical and tacti-
cal strengths and weaknesses, personal communication
preferences, and emotional habits and patterns. They also
should begin establishing a game plan.

• During matches. Communication during a match is ongo-
ing, taking place before, during and after points. Both ver-
bal and nonverbal communication can be used to convey

changes in strategy and tactics, offer encouragement or
communicate adjustments to the game situation during
changeovers. Doubles teams should use a communication
pattern that meets their needs and allows for maximum
performance. For example, Bob and Mike Bryan talk
between points about intended tactics; other teams utilize
hand signals to indicate planned plays; and still other teams
forgo any communication about tactics and just react
instinctively to the ball. Whatever method a team uses, the
players need to remember they are working together as a
team. And the most effective teams support each other
with positive body language and cue words, as well as
follow routines for before, during and after points or
games that create cohesiveness and promote each
other’s strengths.

• After matches. Communication after a match focuses on
an evaluation of the match just played and plans for future
practice and training. If the team won, the players may be
making immediate plans for tactical and technical adjust-
ments related to the next opponents. 

Great doubles teams communicate after every point! The Bryan
brothers discuss where to serve and how they will move.
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Sequence A
In the first sequence, you can see that the ball is tossed high and
deep. The player is focused on proper positioning, loading on the
right leg and preparing to hit a high, forceful topspin forehand
cross-court (this shot can also be hit down the line) to allow
herself time to get back into position (photos 1-3). This type of shot
will typically be hit with an open stance. Contact and follow-
through show good balance and recovery back to the center of the
court (photos 4-7).

Sequence B
In this sequence, we see the coach tossing the ball lower and shorter
to the forehand side. The focus is on allowing the player to hit an
aggressive shot. As the player prepares to hit the forehand, she
steps forward into the court and closes her stance as a result of the
feed and purpose of her shot (photos 1-3). Contact is made right
in the strike zone as she hits a forcing, deep groundstroke. The
player is told to recover by rounding the cone to teach her to move
forward and hit a penetrating shot (photos 4-7).

Sequence C
The final sequence, features a wide backhand; balance and proper
technique are the focus. Depending on the level of the player, the
feed can (and should) be adjusted, while balance and proper tech-
nique will be the focus. The player is focused on running wide and
setting up with an open stance. This enables her to have good
upper body rotation and proper balance to allow for recovery (pho-
tos 1-3). In the final three photos, the player is shown hitting a
cross-court backhand to enable her to recover back toward the
center of the court (photos 4-7).

As the coach, you can focus on one type of shot at a time or mix
the different feeds. The player will learn to make proper decisions
regarding shot selection based on each situation. As soon as it is
clear that the player understands the different shots and strate-
gies, you can move on to incorporating these choices into actual
playing situations.

T H E U S T A N E W S L E T T E R F O R T E N N I S C O A C H E S
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The Art and Science of the Drop Shot
by E. Paul Roetert, Ph.D., Managing Director, Coaching Education and Sport Science
Mark Kovacs, Ph.D., C.S.C.S., Senior Manager, Strength and Conditioning/Sport Science

We have been looking forward to doing a tech-
nique analysis of some of tennis’ specialty shots.
Of course, all shots are specialty shots, but some

are more special than others. Half-volleys, lob-volleys and
drop shots are good examples of shots that are typically
not hit as often as others, yet can have a major affect on
the flow of a match. These are the type of shots we refer to
when we mention “specialty shots.” Many times these spe-
cialty shots change the tempo of a rally and usually are
employed to surprise the opponent. As these shots are
rare, it is not easy obtaining the proper sequence shots in
a match situation. Fortunately, we were able to find three
examples of the drop shot, as you can see in the sequences
on the next few pages. Playing on clay lends itself to uti-
lizing the drop shot because the court surface plays slower
than most other surfaces, which results in a greater out-
come for a well executed drop shot. Successful clay court
players know it requires good movement, balance, timing,
touch and relaxation to execute this shot. Drop shots are
often hit if the opponent is pushed deep behind the court
or doesn’t expect (or like) being pulled toward the net. In
addition, players often return a drop shot with another

drop shot for tactical reasons. The major keys for a suc-
cessfully executed drop shot are that the ball lands short
(preferably at an angle away from the opponent) and that
you can disguise it.

The examples we found feature a backhand drop shot
by Tommy Haas, as well as Dinara Safina (although
Safina’s shot is actually more of a short angle shot), and
a forehand drop shot by Roger Federer. We can clearly
see that all three players are positioned well inside the
baseline when contacting the ball. Each of the players
exhibit good “feel” or “touch,” which really refers to how
much force to apply. In other words, it is a control issue.
Often we refer to players who have excellent control as
those who have “soft hands.” These players know how to
absorb and redirect the ball’s speed successfully. In addi-
tion, they disguise or camouflage the shot well, which
requires fine motor control—particularly just prior to
contact. Top players also know that the plane/direction
of the force provided is key to a successful drop shot as
well. Hitting the ball with underspin and knowing
how/when to open the racket face is the final piece of the
puzzle in mastering this shot.

Top to bottom: Tommy Haas, Dinara Safina, Roger Federer.
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All three players have recognized the short ball and are moving forward into the court. Since they are inside
the baseline, they have decided to hit the drop shot. Even though Haas and Safina are hitting a backhand and Federer
a forehand, there are many similarities. The non-dominant hand is helping to keep the racket high in preparation of
an underspin shot. Each of the players has also initiated a turn sideways. The goal is to disguise the drop shot as long
as possible. In this photo it is still not clear to the opponent which shot will be played; therefore, the opponent is not
able to anticipate the drop shot at this stage.

The preparation has been completed. Even though Haas uses an open stance, he does turn his upper body side-
ways significantly. Safina and Federer use more of a closed stance. The height of the racket head will help in utiliz-
ing a high to low swing path when hitting the shot. This high to low swing path allows for greater underspin. All three
players are very well balanced with their center of gravity over the base of support (centered between the feet). It is
still quite difficult to determine what shot each of them will hit.

This photo is taken just prior to contact and we can see the concentration and focus of the players on the ball.
The racket has started its downward trajectory allowing for an underspin shot. Each of the players has carefully meas-
ured his or her distance from the ball to prepare for a delicate touch shot. Note that they are all fairly relaxed just
before hitting the shot with good deception. The force applied to the ball and the length of the swing path is deter-
mined before this point and these two components will determine how close and with how much spin the drop shot
will be hit.

The ball has just left the strings, but all three of the players are still very focused on the ball. Safina and Federer
bend their knees more than Haas since the incoming ball is lower, but all display excellent touch. The open racket
face indicates a severe slice necessary for a successful drop shot.

At this stage, all three players are completing their swings. The swing paths clearly indicate the appropriate
spin imparted to the ball. As Haas is farthest from the net, his swing path is more horizontal and, therefore, he is able
to provide more pace to the ball. In contrast, both Safina and Federer are closer to the net and need to hit with more
underspin, which is created by a more vertical swing path. The underspin, as well as the trajectory angle when the ball
lands, help the ball “stop” on the other side of the net.

This photo shows all three players tracking the ball they just hit and looking to take advantage of the next shot
their opponents hit. It is clear that all three are well-balanced and ready to move in the direction needed to track down
the next stroke.
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T H E U S T A N E W S L E T T E R F O R T E N N I S C O A C H E S

Let’s review each series with a specific focus on the movement patterns during the different
stages of each sequence:




